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Imagine getting a call that your website 
has vanished. Permanently. Irretrievably. 
Unbeknownst to you, yesterday, you had an 
online presence knowing it would make 
you stand out as a sculptor, and today you 
don’t. You have to start over, you’re told.  

This is the situation Heidi found herself in 
several years ago. 

An Immersive Website 
Experience: Capturing the 
World of a Sculptor
Overview

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: OVERVIEW

BUSINESS: 
Heidi Brannan  
Etherworks Sculpture  
& Illuminations 

DESIGN BUILD: 
2017, 2018
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Heidi had been using a brochure-style 
website for her business Etherworks 
Sculpture and Illuminations. The site 
was an online version of a traditional 
artist’s portfolio with her glass and stone 
sculpture featured in photos on stark 
black backgrounds. At that time, Heidi 
was represented by art galleries and she 
would participate in special showings.  

Heidi’s style is unique, because it 
combines both stone and fused glass. 
As a result she can create works using 
stone, glass, or both, and then use the 
same skills for other products such as 
kaleidoscopes and line of lighting.

A Unique Style
Facing the design of a whole new website, 
but while not ideal, it was was timely.  

Heidi had already wanted to change how 
people found her work and now she could 
create an online hub for all of her 
marketing efforts. She wanted one 
central place where she could direct 
customers whether she met them offline, 
or dealing with them online. At the same 
time, this “hub” could also be a virtual 
gallery to showcase her work.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: OVERVIEW

100%+  Traffic Year One

173%+ Traffic Year Two
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Heidi has been living out her passion 
for stone, glass, and all things creative 
for over 25 years.  

The Fast Facts:

• Unique sculptor combining stone and 

fused glass 

• Multi-hyphenate creative 

• Creates custom awards, kaleidoscopes, 

and custom or stock lighting products 

• Fractal artist using 3D design on paper 

• Solopreneur 

• Teacher/Coach 

• Artist, but also business oriented

Who is Heidi?

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: OVERVIEW
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Here is the Lighting category hero image 

showing Heidi’s pendant work, with a new 
backdrop via Photoshop.  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Brand Audit 
What could people discover about the 
client’s work or story online or off?


Encouraged consolidation for a 
consistent presence.


Listened

What was the client’s story? 
 
We listened gently. Built trust.

Thoroughly reviewed the client’s 
creative journey, story, and business.


Secondary Research 
How were people outside of the gallery 
scene buying sculpture?


Reviewed retail home decor, sculptor’s, 
websites, and ETSY.


Audience/Customer 
What was the client’s dream and ideal 
audience/customer? 


Based on past sales and future goals: 
Interior Designers, Home Owners, Art 
Galleries, and now Online Shoppers.


Analyzed 
What does all of the information and 
research tell us?


We analyzed all the material to find the 
key. Used first-person discussions with 
the client and secondary research.

Sketched 
How would the website’s information 
flow? Roughly?


Sketched visuals showing the full 
scrolling page. Sharing a similar visual 
creative language with the client 
helped.

How We Got ThereStrategy
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: STRATEGY
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Heidi walks in two worlds; her deep well of 
creativity, and that of business. As an 
“artistpreneur” she has to balance the 
vulnerability of creating and sharing her 
work with the needs of her customers.  

To understand Heidi’s full story, not just 
the business journey, Adri started by just 
listening. Then she asked follow-up 
questions she calls “Listening for the Key.”  

As a fellow creative/businessperson, it 
helped that Adri shares a common 
creative language with Heidi. Delving into 
the entire story helped the final design 
feel authentic and that builds trust.

Listening for the Full Story 
Enhances the Design

Who are 
you? 

Multi-Hyphenate 
Creative

What are the 
facets of  

your business? 
Informational Interview/s

When did you 
discover 

creativity?

What  
do you  
make?

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: LISTENING

Who  
are your 

customers?
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Photo of wood and key

Listening 
for the Key
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

“You [Adri] have been extremely thorough about 
understanding the story behind my motivations. 
This has been eye-opening and important for me 

to reevaluate priorities and tendencies. Super 
helpful to getting at core ideas, even as they morph 

and emerge. 
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There was a lot going on with Heidi’s 
brand story online and off. A full audit 
revealed that one potential source of 
confusion was that Heidi sometimes uses 
her own name Heidi Brannan, and other 
times her business name Etherworks 
Sculpture & Illuminations. A strategy was 
needed to help people understand it’s all 
the same business.  

By purposefully focusing on Heidi first, 
and then combining both pieces of 
information on the new website, it 
created one main source. Anyone 
searching for either keyword could find 

one place with both and could trust that 
those other listing were all Heidi.  

Offline, Heidi had just purchased new 
business cards and we incorporated their 
imagery into the website for a completely 
consistent story.

Refining Heidi’s Brand Story 
by Providing a Central Hub 

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: BRAND AUDIT

The Story Hub 
heidibrannan.ca/.comChanged Online 

Listings -> as 
Consistent as 

Possible

Incorporated

Business Card Imagery 


to Keep the Story Consistent
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With the goal of an online gallery and 
marketing hub for a website, this created 
a stronger focus on the B2C customer for 
Heidi. Now we had to do some research. 
How do people actually purchase 
sculpture online? 

The research revealed a variety of 
answers.Some sculptors online had 
brochure websites and sold by asking 
people to connect with them directly or 

pointed customers to the gallery 
representing them. Others sold on ETSY. 
Home goods retailers included sculpture 
in their decor offerings. 

A hybrid customer journey was created 
for Heidi. It works like an e-commerce 
shopping experience, except at end there 
is a Call To Action button. (When Heidi is 
ready, a shopping cart can replace it).

Customizing a Shopping 
Pathway Using Research

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH

T1 -> 
CTA

C - T1 ->
C ->
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Hybrid Customer Journey

POP-UP PAGE 
At the end is a pop up with all of the details. Two 
more thumbnails enlarge for more views of the 
main piece.

T1.3a T1.3b

CTA

T1.3

Title & Description

Details

C

C

T1.1
T1.2

T1.4

T1.3

T1.5

Theme 1

C - T1 C - T3C - T2

HOMEPAGE -> 
To save steps for the 
shopper, categories 
are featured on the 
homepage so 
people can self sort 
using images as 
buttons.

THEME PAGE -> 
Coming from the 
homepage, the 
theme page has a 
theme submenu, 
followed by clickable 
images. Each 
grouping is revealed 
as you scroll down, so 
you can see 
everything at a 
glance.

Details
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH
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Hybrid Customer JourneyDetails
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH

Consistent 
Imagery

Image As 
Button

Categories
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Hybrid Customer JourneyDetails
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH

All Images 
Clickable

Background Uses a Stone Texture
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Hybrid Customer JourneyDetails
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH

Shaded Background 
and Editing Gives 
Item Warmth…

Journey Concludes with  
a Call to Action

Before

After
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SECONDARY RESEARCH

Full Page
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Having decided now was the time to 
implement the shift from gallery 
representation to online, this new 
audience became the focus. However, 
Heidi did not want to abandon her 
established audience of interior designers 
and gallery owners, wanting them  to also 
find what they needed on the new site.  

Who are  
Heidi’s 

Customers?
Interior Designers

Online Shoppers

Direct Customers

Gallery Owners

Focusing on a New B2C 
Online Audience Segment

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: AUDIENCE/CUSTOMER
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Analyzing the Research 
Revealed Valuable Insights
Using a combination of in-depth 
interviews with Heidi, and secondary 
research, a clear picture emerged for the 
design direction of the site. 

For example, when comparing the 
vocabulary used for online retail vs the 
gallery scene, a shift to a conversational 
tone was needed. This was especially true 

when handling the artist’s statement (as 
you will see next). Other learnings 
impacted the information sorting, 
photography, and how the About section 
was written.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ANALYZED

Cross promote  
using visual merchandising 
settings and groupings  

Add gradient backdrops 
to existing images like 
online retail 

B2C VS B2B  
Retail / Art 
Gallery Vocabulary

 

Artistic 
journey 
details  
build trust

 

Information 
Hierarchy  
Self-Sorting starts on 
the Homepage
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To make the 
Artist statement 
more relatable to 
all audience 
types, it is now 
titled “Inspiration” 
and is  divided 
into three 
highlighted 
sections, with 
catchy 
headings…

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ANALYZED

…and then 
below the  
category titles 
are click-to-
open icons 
revealing a 
relevant part of 
the formal 
artist’s 
statement.

Details
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Providing a  Sketched 
Roadmap Helped Client
During the design process, Heidi needed 
to see the ideas visually. It was one thing 
to hear the concepts, but rough sketches 
helped to put all of the potential ideas into 
perspective. For example, explaining that 
a website page will scroll and contain 

certain information is fine, but showing it 
provided a roadmap. As a result, Heidi was 
able to understand and make informed 
design decisions for herself and her 
clients.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: SKETCHED

C

C

T1.1
T1.2

T1.4

T1.3

T1.5

Theme 1

C - T1
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Details
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Immersive ExperienceDesign

Collaborate 
Does the client feel the design 
resonates with their brand and clients?


Worked together with client, using 
their feedback.

Engaging Images 
Do the images draw the customer in? 
Do they want to see more?


Cropped existing imagery tighter, 
helping make the customer feel closer.


Copywriting 
Edited copy to make it more casual 
in tone. 


Encouraged the client to write copy 
that was relaxed, yet professional. 

Set the Scene 
Added backdrops to some pieces or 
grouped them together so the 
“customer/client” could imagine the 
products in their own space/s.

Custom Look 
Modified template pages, edited 
custom photography or stock, used 
specific fonts and colours all to 
create a custom look.

Landing Pages 
Added landing pages when the 
client added a new course product 
to the site, seamlessly keeping with 
the existing site’s style.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: DESIGN
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As the build continued, as Heidi was 
looking at the full-colour pages, a certain 
colour bothered her. Up until then Heidi 
was comfortable with a lot of the design 
directions, but now there was an issue 
with the accent colour.  

Throughout all of the mockups a shade of 
orange was used as a marker to accent 
key text, live links etc. One day Heidi asked 
if that was a permanent and a good 
conversation took place.  

Together we talked about all of the colours 
that felt right and Heidi chose purple as 
the best way to represent her work. To her, 

orange meant one thing, and purple was 
softer and represented deeper 
perception. No problem! A good reminder 
that the client always knows innately what 
works for themselves and in turn their 
clients. Purple worked with the design, 
maybe even better! Purple it was and is!

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: COLLABORATE

Collaborating with Heidi 
Created a Better Website
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Using the excellent photography Heidi 
had already, some key edits helped make 
the viewer feel closer. 

Cropping the homepage hero image as 
tightly as possible, brings us into the 
studio right away. Changing it to black 
and white with a warm overcast, let us use 
colour below without creating too much 
visual clutter.  

As a result, the story begins without 
feeling at arms length. You know exactly 
what she does, and right away!

Warmly tinted black & white photo 
which is closely cropped

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ENGAGING IMAGES

Editing Images Draws in the 
Viewer so They Feel Closer
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This is the Homepage hero image for Heidi’s 

new website showing her in action as a sculptor. 

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ENGAGING IMAGES
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ENGAGING IMAGES

Dramatic and engaging 
use of photography on 
the Homepage.
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: ENGAGING IMAGES

 
This is the hero image from the About section, 

another image cropped closely, bringing us 
into Heidi’s studio and making us feel as if we 

were working right beside her.
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

“…you [Adri] have been able to … come up with 
gorgeous designs showcasing my story and 

offerings, in a way that fits my values.”
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: COPYWRITING

Writing Heidi’s Story in Her 
Own Voice Adds Immediacy
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: COPYWRITING

By asking questions not only about Heidi’s 
creative journey, but also about her cultural 
background and more, the goal was to find 
out what an audience would want to know, 
including about Heidi as a person.

Details
Adri interviewed Heidi several 
times to understand Heidi’s 
creative origin story and 
subsequent path. 1

2
Adri then wrote the 
website copy as if Heidi 
was speaking right to 
you, in Heidi’s own voice 
and in the first person to 
draw you into her world.

3
www.adrispyker.com



 
Hero image cropped 
closely, bring us into 
Heidi’s story.  

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE: SET THE SCENE

Encouraging Viewers to 
Linger Using Display Groups 

Research revealed that in retail online and 
off, sculpture was often featured in a 
home or studio style setting. So, we did 
the same with the help of Photoshop 
creating groupings, and putting them in a 
setting the audience might have or want. 

Since Heidi’s audience includes Interior 
Designers, Art Galleries, and 
homeowners, we used the backdrop of a 
brick wall could be in a loft or an art 
gallery. The texture brings warmth to the 
setting, making the viewer feel more 
connected to the image, while the 
tabletop could remind them of a desk or 
dining room.

Created a visual merchandising display using different 
categories of items together in one scene, cross 
promoting.
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: CUSTOM LOOK

Utilizing Custom Elements 
Make Heidi’s Site Unique

Warmly Tinted Black & White 
Photography 

Highlight Font
Main Type Font

Highlight/Link 
Colour

White 
Background  

(not quite white 
for easy reading)

Type Colour 
(not quite black 

for easy reading)

Chosen Fonts:

Custom Template

Customized Stock 
Photo to Work with 
SIte Colours 

Modified Template

Custom Photography (provided)
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As Heidi’s business evolved after the initial 
website build, she wanted to expand and 
include an inbound marketing e-
commerce video learning course. 

We implemented that for her using a 
scrolling landing page, seamlessly 
integrating everything into the working 
site using a strong hero image and similar 
layout. The shop pages carried the same 
look and feel, so it all felt a part of the 
same visual story. 

This addition, combined with her 
promotion efforts increased the traffic to 
her website substantially.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY: LANDING PAGES

Incorporating E-Commerce 
Landing Page Ups Traffic

173%+  
Traffic Year Two
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This is the hero image cropped closely, 

bringing us into Heidi’s studio and making us 
feel as if we were working right beside her.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

 
This is the hero image comes from the 
homepage and features scroll on click 
movement. As you scroll down over the image 
the text moves horizontally.
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173%+ 
Year Two100%+ 

Traffic Year One

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

Experiencing Increased 
Traffic = New Site Successful 
Benefits of New Site
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New Website Benefits
HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

Engaging First Impression
Using a large hero image that is cropped 
closely to show Heidi chiseling stone is a 
striking introduction!

Written for Audience Segments
Thinking of Heidi’s audience, the style of 
photography and writing is tailored to fit with 
all of them.

Responsive & Mobile Friendly
It is easy to use the site on mobile, tablet, and 
desktop, as each has been customized so the 
site is comfortable to use on any device.

Immersive 
Using movement upon scroll, a cohesive story, 
large images, and a consistent look including 
fonts and colours, the site is enveloping.

Builds Trust
Getting to know Heidi is easy, a comprehensive 
About section invites you into her world where 
you learn about her creativity  and process.

Encourages Browsing
Beautiful imagery with a backstory trail 
encourages viewers to explore resulting in 
page views above industry standard.

E-Commerce Ready
Using a hybrid shopping journey, Heidi’s site 
has all of the elements leading up to a 
shopping cart, but ending at a Call To Action 
button that can be replaced later by a cart.
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

Curating Heidi’s Story  
Used a Collection of Skills 

• Adri’s Role/s: 
• Designer 
• Writer/Light Copy Editing 
• Developer 
• Photoshop Editor 
• Virtual Visual Merchandiser 

• Common Ground Adri Has with Heidi: 
• Similar creative language as a fellow 

creative 
• Experience working in an art gallery 
• Attended one of Heidi’s showings 

• Adri’s Other Relevant Experience: 
• Visual merchandising experience  
• Personal love of interior design 
• artist to business/artist 
• Worked at a business startup 
• Designed E-commerce Drupal site working 

with developer

Hearing Heidi talk about her struggles to 
have her website created in a way that 
honoured her values opened my eyes to 
the fact that website design takes a 
collection of oppositional skills. 

My job is that of storyteller/translator. I’m 
the bridge between creativity and business, 
development and design. I collect all of the 
information from all sides, and work with 
the client to build a story that will speak to 
their audience types. It means wearing 
several different hats during the process 
(see right).

Roles/Responsibilities
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HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

Lessons Learned While 
Creating Heidi’s Website

Translating a creative business for the 
online world is challenging, but rewarding. 
Because Heidi and I had many 
commonalities as both creatives and 
business owners, it helped. 

Heidi was generous with her story, and 
relaxed about most design decisions. Early 
on, I learned in order for Heidi to make her 
own informed design designs, she needed 
to not only hear about the concepts, but 
see a roadmap. Even rough sketches were 
enough to translate an idea being 
considered into a visual one.  

Artist’s stories are complex, even often to 
themselves. That’s why careful questions, 
and time for listening can help get to the  

heart. I enjoy a collaborative process, so it 
was fascinating to learn about Heidi’s 
journey and together create a website 
thinking of her audience and poised for 
growth. 

Lessons Learned

Translating a creative 
business for the online world 
is challenging, but rewarding.
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Heidi started this journey without a 
website, and now has one that stands out 
from her competition. Her new website 
reveals Heidi’s story clearly, and warmly 
brings you into her world while focusing 
on her customers. 

As a result, Heidi can now share her new 
website with confidence, having 
accomplished the goal of creating a 
central place for her story knowing it has 
been captured carefully, accurately, and 
effectively for all of her audience types.

HEIDI BRANNAN CASE STUDY

Outcomes

Heidi Brannan Website 
Launches with Goals Met
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You [Adri] have been extremely thorough about understanding the 
story behind my motivations. This has been eye-opening and 
important for me to reevaluate priorities and tendencies. Super helpful 
to getting at core ideas, even as they morph and emerge.  

Then you have been able to take this and come up with gorgeous 
designs showcasing my story and offerings, in a way that fits my 
values. 

This is completely distinct from other developers who have glossed 
over these integral steps without taking time to get to know my story 
and priorities, and producing results that were appalling.  

Now I can trust that what gets developed will not only be fully 
functional, but also a perfect identity match.

Adri Understood
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Website Design by Adri Spyker 
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Thank you to Heidi Brannan for permission to use her website as a case study.  

All artwork and photography on the Heidi Brannan site (and in this case study) belongs to 
Heidi Brannan, Etherworks Sculpture & Illuminations and is used with permission.  

Otherwise, Heidi Brannan holds the copyright. All rights reserved.
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